Little Fingers
VBS Craft Project
You will need:
‣ Googly eyes, 4 mm diameter
‣ A thin black sharpie to draw on the mouth
‣ White glue
‣ 3" x 1" cloth or felt rectangles for clothes
‣ 4” pieces of pipe cleaners for belts
‣ Pieces of tissue paper about 10 inches by two
inches for turbans. (see pattern below)
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Step 1

Turban

Pre-cut turbans from different colors of
tissue paper. You can make many at a time
by folding the tissue paper before you cut.	


Drape the tissue over the finger of the child
who will be wearing the turban.	


Twist both sides next to the finger.

Begin wrapping one side around the finger
while continuing to twist it loosely.

Wrap the twisted piece of tissue around the
finger, twisting and twirling until you come
to the end.	


Secure the end of the tissue to the rest of
the turban using elmer's glue or a glue
stick. (Elmer's glue is more secure.)	


Repeat the process with the other side.	


Wrap it crossways and around the finger
until you come to the end.	


Secure the second end with glue.	


The finished product should look something like this.

Steps 2-5

Glue the eyes to the
finger, close together and
right underneath the turban.

Wrap the clothes
around the finger and
glue them together
with a strip of glue in
the back.

Wrap the pipe cleaner
around the finger and
twist it together to secure it
as a waist band.

Make a small mouth
with a tiny dot,
using a black
sharpie or pen. If
you make the mouth
too big with a smiley
face it won't look
like the real Deditos
in the movie.

